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 We treat about the resistive boundary conditions used for analysis of planar

devices with dielectric layered media used in microwave or millimeter-wave
region. Especially the relation between the resistive boundary and the actual
pianar lossy material is discussed both analytically and numerically.

1. Introduction

  In recent years, many kinds of planar circuits used in microwave or millimeter-

wave region have been intensively explored both analytically and numerically, and

most of those analytic models are, for example microstrip transmission lines,

microstrip antennas, strip gratings, mode filters, and so on. Some of those including

metallic planes (strips, patches, or others) often require specific boundary conditions,

for instance, for, perfect conductorsi) as well as those of continuity about electro-

magnetic fields for analyses. It is very effective to use perfect conductor conditions

(tangential electric fields on metallic Planes are equal to zero) for solving lots of

propagation or scattering problems. However, the metallic plane may contain loss

due either to the natural !osses occurring in Materials at microwave or millimeter-

wave region or to the addition of resistive materia!s used to alter the device's

property. In such cases, resistive boundary conditions or impedance boundary

conditions are often taken into account in analyses, and there has been a lot of

papers treating these cases2}-7). But while it is easy to apply resistive boundary

condition to some analytic model when the surface resistance of actual material

considerd is known, it is not so easy to estimate the thickness or 'conductivity of

actual metallic plane or resistive paint from the resistance used for the analysis.

Furthermore, it is difficult to simulate thin lossy material with resistive boundary

without knowing the limits in applicability of such boundary condition.

 So･in this paper, we investigate the relations between the imaginary resistive planes

often used for analyses of plane wave scattering by planar devices with dielectric

layered media in microwave or millimeter-wave region and the actual planar lossy

materials. And numerical examinations are performed about the limits of resistive

boundary conditions applicable to actual planar lossy materials.
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                         2. Analytical Study

 Figure 1 (a) shows a planar lossy material with a thickness d and complex relative

permittivity E2 =E'-i E" (conductivity d). We assume that the structure is uniform

in y-direction. For the incidence of a TE or TM wave in the cz plane with an angle

of incidence 0i, all the field components of the incident wave have a form of

exp[i {blot-JE;-la(xcosoi+zsinei)}], where wo is the angular frequency and leo=

wo M# =2rr/Ais the wave number in vacuum. Let us consider three lossy materials

(Fig.1(a), (b), (c)) whose thickness d tends to zero (from (a) to (c) through (b)) and

assume that imaginary part of the relative permittivity varies in such a way that the

product of dand E" keeps a constant value. That is, the planar lossy material (b) has

a relative permittivity E'-iE 'd/dl Then (a) reduces to the infinitely thin lossy sheet

(c). In this stage, E'>E" can be recognized and the product of the thickness and

imaginary part of the relative permittivity corresponds to 1/R, where R [fl/

square] is surface resistance and the resistive boundary condition has essencial

meaning. This condition can be used in actual analysis only when the model Fig.1 (a)

can be approximated by model (c).

z

(a) Planar lossy material with a incident wave.

z

incident wave x

e i

surface resistance R
El

Y

e3

z

                   Es
  (b) Limitting process of planar lossy material. (c) Resistive sheet

                       Fig 1. Geometry of the problem

  We can prepare for the study of the limitation described above analytically by

solving Maxwell's equations concerning the fields of model (a). In this paper, we

normalize the space variables by h, putting lax.x and laz->z. and accordingly kod

->a R/Z5.R Then, Maxwell's equations are expressed as

curt vrifli-E.= -JiLto vfZi-TH, (1)
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curl V'Zi-IH=7'Ei EoJ:iJli-TE, (2)

where %= 1/4=JEi7iptiil. (3)
For the incidence of TE wave (the direction of electric field is parallel to y-axis), we

have only to use the following elements of electromagnetic fields.

NoElyk z) = q,(x)exp ( - 1'soz) , (4)

/-ZoTH}(x,y) = eg(x)exp ( - isoz) (5)

where so is related to the incident wave and is given by

From Eq. (1) , (2) and (4) , (5), we get a coupie of differential equations concerning the

field components e, and la as follows;

   [ddeh:`(2il';dudu]=j [sO,2-E, 'oi] [2`(22[']' (7)

By solving eigenvaiue problem concerning the coupling matrix of Eq. (7), the solution

of Eq. (7) is given as follws;

   Fe.(2c)1- Fi il rexp[-i'4i(2t-eqi)] 01 rg'(3ti)1
   Lh.CE)j- Lei -eij Lo exp[i4iCc-x(i)]J Lg-(2ci)J

                                                a=1, a 3. 7'=1, O (8)

where g,--J-E;,:-sti&-
,

(9)

and indices i, 1' are numbers of region and boundary respectively. g', g- correspond

to amplitudes of waves propagating along ± x-directions. Hereafter we simplify
g'(2ci), g- (2rti) as g'b g-J. These electromagnetic fields have to satisfy the conditions

of continuity at two boundary (x= 0 , x=-d) , and radiation condition g'3 =0. So

from Eq. (8) we have

[g -al [fl]- [4 -4] [sxpt-.6eg>,o] [z:2,] idtx-QL ao>

[4 -4] [Z:;]= [4 -4] [g2,] la`x=-di･ (10

Then eliminating g'2, g-2, and putting g-i=1, we have the following relation about

g'1,g-3;
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[g -g] [g;]=

 21& [g -g] [exop(1.je,>sZidi0] [# -l] [-1ct]g-,. a2)

Solving Eq. a2), the values of unknown amplitudes g'i, g-3 are obtaind. Hereafter we

call these amplitudes reflection and transmission coefficients respectively, and use

the notation as qe=g'i, 4=g-3･

  For the incidence of TM wave (the direction of magnetic field is parallel to y-axis),

we can derive reflection and transmission coefficients through the similar analytical

prQcess as TE case. In this case, The following elements of electromagnetic fields

have to be used for analysis instead of Eq. (4), (5).

     V-Th Eekz)=etooexp(-ifuzi (13)
     J2i2 agec 2)=h.(x)exp(-7's.2). aO
Then,we get a couple of differential equations similar to Eq.(7) as

[,d,e,e (,2,;) /,du.] - i [2, -so21Ei+ol ] [k (ix)) ]'
as)

By solving eigenvalue problem concerning the coupling matrix of Eq. a5)

of Eq. a5) is given as follows;

[kbl.]-[tt/tt-4-/ff/'E7,] [e,XP[,-.',i4[jixe.?."-i'J£)]0][Z:i]･

                   a= 1, a 3.

,the solution

7'=1,q aol

By taking into accout the conditions of continuity and radiation (as same as in TE

case) which the fields of Eq. a6) have to satisfy, we have

 [Gi-J-,7El,,-T,--eklFil[Z:l]

=[&i-J-,E-i-2,--&nt/fii-][esp(g.j,eb,di,.o][z:2,]
(at x= oj a7)

  [4i{Frs,:,e.Sfr2][s:2,]-[ee/-ikE',14kF][.2,]

                                              (at x=-cv. as)
Then eliminating g'2,g-2,and putting g-i= 1, we obtain the values of unknown

amplitudes g'i, g-3, that is, reflection and transmission coefficients 2in, tm

respectively.

  We can use the results concerning the coefficients 7le, tle, rin and tm to obtain

electromagnetic fields from Eq. (8) and Eq. a6). Now we examine the approximation

about the planar lossy materials (from Fig.1 (a) to (b)) for the incidence of TE wave.
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'ie= -(;>-ij)(e>-a)exp(-.igledi+(;ij>+a)@+G)expij&di , a9)

                      4g, &
                                                             tzo)fp =
   - 6ij> - es)@ - es)exp( -in di + (Z > + &)@ + k)exp ij& di .

The examination can easily be done about the special case that ei= E3=1 and ei=

O" (that is t}i= t}h =1). In this case, Eq. a9) and Eq. eO) are reduced to

    -(IS>2-1) {exp(-7'&di-exp(ieledi}

   -6ij2-1)2exp( v'& di+(;i>+1)2exp(7g> clL -

   ' (1 >- 1) 2exp(-i& di+@+ 1)2exp ti& di. ･

For the convenience of approximation, we modify these as

x,= -(eh2-i) {exp(-rehdi-exp(le>di} e3)
   aij>2+o

Each scattering coefficient is explicitly given as follows;

    - (ij> + 6i )Gij> - &)exp(-i'Q di + (;5 - &)6ijb + es)exp ti& di

         {exp(-.ie>di-exp(iij>di}-2& {exp(-1'Qdi+exp(7e>`V} ,

                         -4&
                                                             e4op=
   Gij>2+0 {exp(-je>di-expe&di}-2& {exp(v'&diexp(le>di} .

It is noticed that the model of resistive boundary shown in Fig.1 (c) is represented by

two kinds of apporoximation. One of them is that since d is quite small the terms

concerning the thickness d can be approximated by taking the first two terms of

Taylor series as

   exp (y'&d) =1-je> al tz5)
   exp(je} d) #1+i& d. e6)
Another is about the complex relative permittivity E2=E '-iE " whose imaginary

part (corresponding to conductivity) is quite large compared with real one. That is,

Taking into account these relation, Eq. e3) and e4 are appoximated as

        -1                                                             es)Ze=
     1+2/fe'21L

fp- ,2./,fe,',ZD
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By introducing the notations R=1/(E" d)(surface resistance) and considering the

directions of coordinate axes and the normalization R.R/Z6, we recognize that Eq.

ou, mo) are well-known formula of reflection and transmission coefficients for a

planar sheet of resistive sheet materia13). In TM case, similar approximation can be

performed. The fomula of scattering coefficients for the special case that Ei = e3 =1

and ei=OO in TM case are given as follows;

         -(;s2-&2/e2) {exp(-.i4lecV-expG&cD}
                                                                  (surm=     ' (;ij>/ VE - VE)2 exp(-]'Q di + (; >/ rs + 5)2exp(7e> di,

tm ==
4&

- @/ JE - J5)2exp(-re> cV + (e>/ JE + JE)2 exp G& cD.
(30

For the convenience of approximation, these can be rewritten as

r.=-(E2-,gli2/E2) {exp(-7'&aO-exp(ie>cD}

  1 [-(s2+&2/E2) {exp(-7'Qdi-expG&cV}

   +2& {exp(-indi+exp(fehdi}] , (32)

tm=4&1 [-(;s2+&2/E2) {exp(-1'&aD-exp(iebaD}

  +2eb {exp(-jebdi+exptiedi}] . (33)

Using the same relations as),

            1
   rm= 1+2/fe'zD '

e6) and (27), Eq.(32) and (sa) are approximated as follows.

(34

         2/fe'2D

By considering the directions of coordinate axes and the normalization R.R/Zo, it

is clear that Eq. (34, (35) represent scattering coefficients for a planar resistive sheet

as same as TE case.

 As seen in Eq. e8), mo) and (34, (35), when thickness d is very small and E">e'each

scattering coefficients in both TE and TM case is function of only R =1/(E" d),that

is, each value of e', E" and d has little meaning individually.This also means that in

the case of quite thin and highly conducting dielectric the relations between electric

fields and currents (in other words, magnetic fields) in the structure considered

expressed by these scattering coefficients are provided almost only by surface

resistance R, when resistive boundary conditions have essencial meaning. However,

both cases treated here are limited to normal incidence and furthermore the limit of

thickness or conductivity of lossy material for which resistive boundary condition is

available has not been investigated. In the next chapter numerical evaluation is

performed about the resistive boundary conditions which are applicable for the

analyses of actual models.
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                      3. Numerical lnvestigation

  Iri chaper 2, we derived acattering coefficients of model Fig.1 (a), and studied

about the approximation from model (a) to (c) through simple examinations in the

case of normal incidence. Those examinations have shown that in the case of very

thin and highly conducting planar dielectric, surface resistance is the main factor

governing the relation of electromagnetic fields. In this chapter numerical investiga-

tion is made about the limit in applicability of resistive boundary conditions. It may

be true that we can perform the evaluation by comparing the scattering coefficients

of model Fig.1 (a) whose thickness d is nearly zero with those of resistive sheet.

However, it would be more suitable for our purpose to directly investigate the

accuracy of resistive boundary conditions in the case of TE or TM incidence. In TE

and TM case, the boundary conditions on the resistive sheet (at x=O) are

         4az)=Rly (TEcase), (30
         El,(a2)=RZ} (TMcase), (37)
where R==1/fe 'ZV

and JO and L are elements of conduction current. Evaluation functions about the

model Fig.1 (a) we have to check are given as

     1E. -R {Hle -d)0-H}(O;0} IVI'2i= IE..l , (ZE caseL (38)
vv;.=±IE2!!s=!{L±'!liK]ilLS-{ E..1 }l (TMcasel (3g)

Where EM={Ea(2)+E(-aQ)}/2. Uor
H(h d) 6V-H(a Q) is corresponding to conduction curret J. Each field is calculated

by scattering coefficients and Eq. (4), (5), (8) and Eq.(13), (14), (16). If L or VX, (that

is,'relative errors of the boundary conditions) is nealy zero, it may be true that the

resistive boundary conditiogs like Eq.(36), (37) is almost available to analize the

model Fig.1 (a). In the investigation described below, we assume e2 ==1-i(6Zb/ko),

that is, the case of ideal conductive material and Ei=E3=1.

  Figure 2 and Fig.3 show the values of Veile and VVi. versus the thickness d

corresponding to several values of surface resistances with parameters ei, (That is,

E" varies according to d). From these results, it can be seen that in the case of TM

incidence the values are almost independent of the angles of incidence when the

value of dis from Oto at least O.03 A. On the other hand, the angle ei have apparent

effects on the value of TE case. It is thought that these effects are mainly due to the

magnetic field of incident wave whose element of 2-direction has different magni-

tudes according to the angles of incidence. Concerning the values of VVG and l¢.
themselves, the values of surface resistances have large effects and so do concerning

the limits in applicability of resistive boundary conditions. For exampie, when R =

100n/square, the limit of thickness corresponding to the relative error of 3% ( -1, or
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Relative errors of resistive boundary conditions versus thickness of planar lossy material for

the incidence of TE wave.( ei,=O',,---e,=3o", -･-- e,=60')
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Relative errors of resistive boundary conditions versus thickness of planar lossy material for

the incidence of TM wave.( ei=Oe,l -･- e,=3o", -･･- e, -- 6o') :

VV'i.=O.03) with normal incidence is about O.08A, which is the largest value among the

results presented here. When the value of R goes away from 100 fl/square, the limit

of thickness reduces according to the value of R (seen among only these results

here). When thickness d and conductivity a satisfy the condition indicated by the

limit of a certain relative error, the surface resistance R has essencial meaning to

a certain extent and resistive boundary condition is almost availabie for analysis

including that error. All the va!ues of R presented here are rather large compared

with those for ordinary metallic planes (for instance, copper, silver, gold and so on),

but are suitable for several absorbing materials like carbon, or some resistive paint
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(for example, Dotaito sheet) which are used mainly for narrow type (we call AILmpe)

microwave or millimeter-wave absorber8)'iO> with resistive sheets. From the results

in which R is set to 500 a/squere, it can be seen that for the limitation of error to

3%, it is neccessary to select the thickness d within about O.04A, that is, to select

E" as 500 (n/square)/d. As shown thus far, it is, apparently useful to have these

relations between the relative error of resistive boundary conditions and the thick-

ness of actual planar lossy materials which provide us with the information about

the limit in applicability of such conditions and the estimation of actual thickness or

conductivity from the value of surface resistance appeared in analysis.

  Figure 4'vFig.7 are results of VL(= W;.) in the normai incidence calculated from

the different point of view. In this calculations, we keep the values of conductivities

of planar lossy materials as constant and the values of VVI and Wh are plotted with

the variation of thickness d. The values of conductivities used in these calculations

are same as those of ordinary metals (copper, pure gold, iron of 99.98% pureness, and

German silver) in 200C. From these results, it can be seen that the smaller･the

conductivity become the larger the limit of thickness d corresponding to a certain

relative error (e.g. 3%). Concerning the each result, the thickness allowed for the use

of resistive boundary condition is quite small. For example in the case shown in

W.
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O. 04

O. 02

o

e i=o'

a=5. 8×1OT wholm

      O O. OOOOOI O. OOOO02 O. OOOO03
                          d/X
Fig.4 Relative errors of resistive boundary conditions in the case of copper.
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Fig.5 Relative errors of resistive boundary conditions in the case of pure gold.
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Fig.6 Relative errors of resistive boundary conditions in the case of iron of 99.98% pureness.
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Fig.7 Relative errors of resistive boundary conditions in the case of German silver.

Fig. 4 (copper), the limit of thickness d of 1% error is less than 1/20 of skin depth

of copper. This data is very reasonable because resistive boundary condition with

rigorous meaning can not easily be assumed in the case that electromagnetic fields

attenuate to less than certain extent (e.g. to several times of 1/e) in conductive

material considered here. Simiiar to the cases of Fig.2 and Fig.3, it is also useful to

have these results like Fig.4'vFig.7 from which we obtain the informations about the

limit of resistive boundary condition applicable to actual planar lossy material with

certain conductivity.

4. Conclusion

 In this paper, we studied the resistive boundary conditions used for analyses of

devices with planar dielectric structure for microwave or millimeter-wave region by

regarding the planar boundary as the limit of the material with finite thickness and

conductivity. By the analytical study in the case of normal incidence, it was made
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clear that relation between electromagnetic fields propagating in quitely thin and

highly conducting lossy material is provided almost only by surface resistance. And

from the numerical investigation, we discussed about the relations between relative .

errors of resistive boundary conditions and values of thickness of planar lossy

materials. These studies shown in this paper will be very significant in the numerical

analyses of models including relatively thin and highly conducting sheet materials.
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